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UNIT – I
INTRODUCTION OF DATABASE
MANAGEMENT
Learning Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to know:
What is Database Management System, History of Database System, Purpose of
Database System, Advantages and Disadvantages of Database System and Summary
Structure:
1.1
Introduction
1.2
What is Database Management System?
1.3
History of Database System
1.4
Purpose of Database System
1.5
Advantages and Disadvantages of Database System
1.6
Summary
1.7
Model Questions
1.8
Further Readings

1.1 Introduction
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

In today’s world as the information technology has changed rapidly, many
computing applications deal with large amounts of information regularly.
As the end user applications has changed significantly in last few decades, there
is a challenge to store the large amount of 2 information, retrieve and manage
this information in timely manner.
This can be achieving today by making use of services of Database
Management System (DBMS).
Today DBMS not only used to insert, update and delete the data stored in
database.
The job of DBMS system is to collect the data, give a systematic representation
to it and also provides ways for the data to be modified or extracted by users or
other programs.
As the technology has grown rapidly in past four decades, today DBMS has
gain its own importance because the data has brought online in the hands of end
user through different computer networking.
Our world is driven with lot of exciting applications such as multimedia
databases, live streaming of data, digital had made our life much easier to deal
with data.
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1.2

What is Database Management System

A primary aim of the database system is to provide a convenient and efficient way to
store and retrieve data stored in a database.
A database is a computer generated software program which can be used to access the
data stored in database in an organized manner.
The term database is a structured collection of data stored which can be stored in digital
form. Before the actual data is stored in the database, we should clearly specify the
schema of the database and different techniques used to manipulate the data stored in a
database.
Database shouldn’t only care about the insertion and modification of the data in the
database. At times, it should also focus on how to protect the data stored in the database
from unauthorized access.
DBMS must provide efficient techniques in order to protect the data from accidental
system crashes.
If the data has to be shared among number of users there are highly chances that the
data might not remain consistent because too many users might try to access it at same
time and may try to change the value.
The DBMS must ensure that the chances of getting anomalous results when the data is
used by more than one set of user. DBMS systems can be used extensively in the
following fields
1.
Transportation: DBMS system can be used for reservation or cancellation of
tickets and can be also used to check for the schedules of incoming and outgoing flights.
2.
Education: DBMS system can be used by different universities to allow
students take admission online, checking the status of vacant seats, enrolment system
can be done computerized etc.
3.
Banking: DBMS system have completely changed the face of the banking
sector. Few decades ago, the banking system was purely the paper based system have
now transformed in keeping less of paper work.
4.
Sales: DBMS system allows the data to be stored in electronic format by
making use of relational databases which allows the data to be stored in highly
organized manner. This database allows the information such as information about the
customers, products, sales, purchases etc to be stored in database.
5.
Manufacturing: DBMS system allows the user to store information about the
production of good, the inventory details, the total number of orders, supply chain
information in database so that it allows the decision makers to make critical decisions
in timely manner.
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6.
Human Resource: DBMS has made the life of HR team much better by
allowing the team to compute tax deductions, employee wages, retrieving the details of
the employees in faster manner as compared to traditional paper based approach which
was time consuming.
Thus the growth of DBMS system has not only benefitted only to the customers or
employees in an organization but it has touched all the aspects of our lives.

1.3

History of Database System

The following are the historical perspective of DBMS system:
In early 1960s, the first general purpose DBMS was designed by Charles Bachman at
General Electric, which was later, called as IDS (Integrated Data Store).
This IDS formed a groundwork for introduction of Network Data Model, which was
later, standardized by CODASYL (Conference on Data Systems Languages).
In late 1960s, IBM developed the IMS (Information Management System) which was
widely used.
This IMS formed groundwork for introduction of Hiearchical Data Model.
By the joint venture of IBM and American Airlines, the SABRE system was launched
which help the people to reserve the tickets.
The new data representation framework was initially launched by Edgar Codd, called
the Relational data model.
Both Bachman and Edgar Codd were felicitated by ACM Turing Award in the year
1973 and 1981 for the outstanding contribution in the field of database system.
With the time passed by, the DBMS system has matured significantly. As the
development of relational DBMS has reached to larger users and the number of benefits
from the same, it was widely accepted and many corporate houses started using this
system for their day to day activities.
As the popularity of relational DBMS started increasing, soon IBM, in early 1980s, has
developed a SQL (Structured Query Language) for relational databases through their
SYSTEM/R project.
Later in late 1980s, SQL was standardized and the version SQL-1999 was adopted by
ANSI (American National Standard Institute) and ISO (International Organization for
Standardization).
Many developments were done on DBMS since its birth. The concept of concurrent
programming was introduced in DBMS system which allowed the users to run their
programs concurrently.
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Later in 1999, James Gray was awarded by ACM Turing Award for his contribution
towards Database Transaction Systems.
The period between 1980 and 1990s saw many advances in the field of DBMS system.
Several vendors try to build a system where more stress is given on complex analysis
of data within an enterprise.
Many complex data types such as images, texts etc, were launched during this period
and many complex queries are given more emphasis. Over a period of time a new type
of database system was brought in which was known as Data Warehouse system.
By the introduction of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and MRP (Management
Resource Planning) packages, exciting new features were added to existing database
system.
Many other packages like SAP, Baan, Oracle, PeopleSoft which were user friendly,
allowed the user to carry out their tasks easily.
Most significant change in DBMS is through integration of DBMS with Internet which
allowed DBMS to stored data accessed through Web Browser.
It allowed the user to write their queries through Web forms, and the formatted output
is tabulated through mark-up languages like HTML.
As more and more data grown over a period of time, it is really challenging to maintain
the consistency of data.
Today we have multimedia databases, interactive video, streaming data, video libraries
has completely change in the way in which data is stored which allowed the company
to simplify their decision making process.
1.4

•

•

Purpose of Database System

Let us understand the need of database system with help of following example.
To see why database management system is necessary, let us look at a typical
“file processing system” supported by conventional operating system.
The application is a saving bank:
Saving account and customer records are kept in permanent system files.
Application programs are written to manipulate files to perform following task.
1. To debit or credit an account.
2. To add a new account
3. To find the account balance.
4. To generate the monthly statements
System programmers wrote these application programs to meet the needs of the bank.
The system must be developed as per the following procedure:
4

1. As per the necessity, the new application programs must be needed as and
when it is needed.
2. As per the requirement, the new permanent files are created.
3. After certain interval of time, the files may be stored in a different format.
4. Many application programmers have written their respective applications
programs in different languages.
• File system has several disadvantages and the following problems are associated
with file system:
1. Data redundancy and inconsistency
The major problem with file processing system is that it maintains several
versions of same file i.e.; duplication of data is possible at multiple places.
Also there are several copies of files are stored, if any one of the file is
changed, the different versions of same file may not be updated which leads
to inconsistency of data.
2. Difficulty in accessing the data
Consider the airline reservation system. If the senior management of
company wants to access the information of all its customers who are living
in the same postal code, it has to be done manually because current file
processing system does not allow the user to obtain this information. So in
the above case, there are two options. Either the application programmer
has to write a new application program to satisfy the unusual request or
could get this information manually. In former case, it doesn‟t guarantee
that the same query will be asked and same application program would be
used in future. If a query changes, a new application program should be
written to get the needed information.
3. Data isolation
One of the major problems with the file system is that the data is scattered
and stored in multiple locations and in different formats. Hence in order to
retrieve the needed information from multiple location and in different
formats is a very difficult to proceed with the help of application program.
4. Concurrent access anomalies
In order to speed up the performance of the system and faster response to
applications, many systems allow the user to update the data concurrently.
Suppose two users located at different locations wants to book the tickets,
there might be situation that both of the people will be given the same seat
because the data is stored in multiple locations and both of them will be
given a seat from individual copy of the data. Therefore there should be
some protection mechanism to avoid this concurrent updates.
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5. Security problems
Every user in this system should be able to access the data which he is
allowed to access and not all the data. For example, the salesperson in an
organization should be allowed to access the data related to him and should
not be allowed to access data which is used HR team or finance department
in an organization. If the new constraints are added to avoid this kind of
unauthorized access, enforcing these constraints is difficult because the
existing application programs are added to the system in an ad hoc manner.
6. Integrity problems
Data stored in the database should be allowed to satisfy certain constraint
checking. For eg, before adding a new employee in the Employee table, if
we check the age of the employee and if we apply constraint such that only
those employee whose age is greater than 18 years should be allowed to
enter in the table which means that before the new data is inserted the age
of the employee should be calculated. When a new constraint such as one
which is discussed above is added, it becomes difficult to change the
existing programs to enforce the new constraints.
7. Atomicity problems
Every application system is assumed to fail at some point in near future. In
many applications, if the system fails, the data should be rolled back to the
state before the failure occurs. Consider the customer is withdrawing some
cash from the ATM machine from his own account and if the failure
happens in the system, it should not happen that the amount is deducted
from customer account but the customer is not getting any cash from the
machine.
In simple word the withdrawn should be atomic- it must be happen in its
entirely or not at all. Another disadvantage with file processing system is
that it becomes difficult to ensure atomicity.

1.5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Database Systems

1.5.1. Advantages of Database Systems
The DBMS (Database Management System) is preferred ever the conventional file
processing system due to the following advantages:
1. Controlling Data Redundancy
In the conventional file processing system, every user group maintains its own files for
handling its data files. This may lead to
•
Duplication of same data in different files.
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•
Wastage of storage space, since duplicated data is stored.
•
Errors may be generated due to updating of the same data in
different files.
•
Time in entering data again and again is wasted.
•
Computer Resources are needlessly used.
•
It is very difficult to combine information.
2. Elimination of Inconsistency
In the file processing system information is duplicated throughout the system. So
changes made in one file may be necessary be carried over to another file. This may
lead to inconsistent data. So we need to remove this duplication of data in multiple file
to eliminate inconsistency.
• Let us consider the following example of student.
• Imagine that a particular student has opted for embedded system as one of the
elective subject in Sem –V for TYBScIT Sem V examination while filling up
the examination form.
• If, after getting the hall ticket the student realize that rather than expecting
embedded system as the choice of elective 10 subject in the hall ticket, if some
other subject is highlighted, it means that the data for that student has not
correctly inserted in the database.
• To avoid the above problem, there is a need to have a centralize database in
order to have this conflicting information.
• On centralizing the data base the duplication will be controlled and hence
inconsistency will be removed.
3. Better service to the users
• A DBMS is often used to provide better services to the users. In conventional
system, availability of information is often poor, since it normally difficult to
obtain information in a timely manner because our existing systems are not
capable to produce the same.
• Once several conventional systems are combined to form one centralized
database, the availability of information and its updateness is likely to improve
since the data can now be shared and DBMS makes it easy to respond to
anticipated information requests.
• Centralizing the data in the database also means that user can obtain new and
combined information easily that would have been impossible to obtain
otherwise.
• Also use of DBMS should allow users that don't know programming to interact
with the data more easily, unlike file processing system where the programmer
may need to write new programs to meet every new demand.
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4. Flexibility of the System is improved
• Since changes are often necessary to the contents of the data stored in any
system, these changes are made more easily in a centralized database than in a
conventional system.
• Applications programs need not to be changed on changing the data in the
database.
5. Integrity can be improved
• Since data of the organization using database approach is centralized and would
be used by a number of users at a time, it is essential to enforce integrity
constraints.
• In the conventional systems because the data is duplicated in multiple files so
updating or changes may sometimes lead to entry of incorrect data in some files
wherever it is applicable.
For example: - The example of Hall Ticket Generation system that we have already
discussed, since multiple files are to maintained, as sometimes you may enter a value
for subject which may not exist. Suppose Elective Subjects can have values (Embedded
Systems, Advanced Java, Web Designing etc) but we enter a value 'Mathematics -I' for
it, it may lead to database inconsistency.
• Even if we centralized the database it may still contain incorrect data. For
example: • Salary of full time clerk may be entered as Rs. 1500 rather than Rs. 4500.
• A student may be shown to have borrowed library books but has no enrollment.
• The above problems can be avoided by defining the validation procedures
whenever any update operation is attempted.
6. Standards can be enforced
• Standards are easier to enforce in database systems because all the data in
database is access through centralized DBMS.
• Here standards may relate to the naming of data, structure of data, format of the
data etc.
• Standardizing stored data formats is usually desirable for the purpose of data
interchange or migration between systems.
7. Security can be improved
In conventional systems, applications are developed in an adhoc manner. Often
different system of an organization would access different components of the
operational data, in such an environment enforcing security can be quiet difficult.
•
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Setting up of a database makes it easier to enforce security restrictions since
data is now centralized.

•

•
•

•

It is easier to control who has access to what parts of the database. Different
checks can be established for each type of access (retrieve, modify, delete etc.)
to each piece of information in the database.
Consider an example of banking in which the employee at different levels may
be given access to different types of data in the database.
For example, a clerk may be given the authority to know only the names of all
the customers who have a loan in bank but not the details of each loan the
customer may have.
This can be accomplished by giving the privileges to each employee.

8. Organization's requirement can be easily identified
•

•

•
•
•

All organizations have sections and departments and each of these units often
consider the work of their unit as the most important and therefore consider their
need as the most important.
Once a database has been setup with centralized control, it will be necessary to
identify organization's requirement and to balance the needs of the competition
units.
So it may become necessary to ignore some requests for information if they
conflict with higher priority need of the organization.
It is the responsibility of the DBA (Database Administrator) to structure the
database system to provide the overall service that is best for an organization.
For example, a DBA must choose best file Structure and access method to give
fast response for the high critical applications as compared to less critical
applications.

9. Data Model must be developed
• Perhaps the most important advantage of setting up of database system is the
requirement that an overall data model for an organization be build. In
conventional systems, it is more likely that files will be designed as per need of
particular applications demand.
• The overall view is often not considered. Building an overall view of an
organization's data is usual cost effective in the long terms.
10. Provides backup and Recovery
Centralizing a database provides the schemes such as recovery and backups
from the failures including disk crash, power failures, software errors which
may help the database to recover from the inconsistent state to the state that
existed prior to the occurrence of the failure, though methods are very complex.
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1.5.2. Disadvantages of Database Systems
The following are the disadvantages of Database Systems
1. Database Complexity: The design of the database system is complex, difficult
and is very time consuming task to perform.
2. Substantial hardware and software start-up costs: Huge amount of
investment is needed to setup the required hardware and the software’s needed
to run those applications.
3. Damage to database affects virtually all applications programs: If one part
of the database is corrupted or damaged because of the hardware or software
failure, since we don‟t have many versions of the file, all the application
programs which are dependent on this database are implicitly affected.
4. Extensive conversion costs in moving form a file-based system to a database
system: If you are currently working on file based system and need to upgrade
it to database system, then large amount of cost is incurred in purchasing
different tools, adopting different techniques as per the requirement.
5. Initial training required for all programmers and user: Large amount of
human efforts, the time and cost is needed to train the end users and application
programmers in order to get used to the database systems.

1.6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Summary
A Database Management system is the group of interrelated data and a set of
programs to access that data.
DBMS must provide efficient techniques in order to protect the data from
accidental system crashes.
A primary aim of the database system is to provide a convenient and efficient
way to store and retrieve data stored in a database.
The DBMS must ensure that the chances of getting anomalous results when the
data is used by more than one set of user.
DBMS system can be used in the fields such as transportation, education,
banking, sales, manufacturing, human resource etc.
The first general purpose DBMS was developed by Charles Bachman in early
1960s.
Edgar Code has suggested a new data representation technique known as
relational model.
SQL 1999 was standardized by ANSI and ISO in late 1980s.
Different disadvantages of file system with respect to database system are listed
below
1. Data redundancy and inconsistency.
2. Difficulty in accessing data
3. Data isolation
4. Concurrent data anomalies

5. Security problems
6. Integrity problems
7. Atomicity problems
The following are the advantages of DBMS
1. Controlling Data redundancy
2. Elimination of inconsistency
3. Better services to the users
4. Better flexibility
5. Integrity is improved
6. Standards can be enforced.
7. Security can be improved etc.

1.7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.8

Model Questions
What is the purpose of building a DBMS system?
Explain the history of Database system.
What is the database system? Explain it with its advantages and disadvantages
Compare between File systems and database systems
What are the limitations of File processing systems? How that can be solved by
using Database system?
Further Readings

1. North F.Henry, Silberschatz Abraham, Sudarshan S., “Database System
Concepts” , Mc Graw-Hill International Edition, 2006
2. Elmasari Ramez, Navathe B. Shamkanta, “Fundamentals of Database System”,
Pearson Education Asia, 2008.
3. Ullman D. Jeffrey, “Principles of Database System”,Galgotia Publication, 2004
4. Connolly Thomas, Bregg Carolyn, “Database Systems”, Pearson Education
Asia,2008
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UNIT –II INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
Learning Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to know:
Objectives, Definition of Accounting, Objectives & Scope, Accounting Process,
Accounting Concepts, Accounting Conventions, Classification of Accounts, System of
Accounting, Rules of Double Entry Accounting System and Summary.
Structure:
2.0 Introduction
2.1 Definition of Accounting
2.2 Objectives & Scope of Accounting
2.3 Accounting Process
2.4 Accounting Concepts
2.5 Accounting Conventions
2.6 Classification of Accounts
2.7 System of Accounting
2.8 Rules of Double Entry Accounting System
2.9 Model Questions
2.10 Further Readings

2.0

Introduction

Accounting is a business language. We can use this language to communicate financial
transactions and their results. Accounting is a comprehensive system to collect,
analyzes, and communicates financial information.
The origin of accounting is as old as money. In early days, the number of transactions
was very small, so every concerned person could keep the record of transactions during
a specific period of time. Twenty-three centuries ago, an Indian scholar named
Kautilya alias Chanakya introduced the accounting concepts in his book Arthashastra.
In his book, he described the art of proper account keeping and methods of checking
accounts. Gradually, the field of accounting has undergone remarkable changes in
compliance with the changes happening in the business scenario of the world.
A bookkeeper may record financial transactions according to certain accounting
principles and standards and as prescribed by an accountant depending upon the size,
nature, volume, and other constraints of a particular organization.
With the help of accounting process, we can determine the profit or loss of the business
on a specific date. It also helps us analyze the past performance and plan the future
courses of action.
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2.1

Definition of Accounting

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountant has defined Financial
Accounting as:
“the art of recording, classifying and summarizing in a significant manner and in terms
of money, transactions and events which in part at least of a financial character and
interpreting the results thereof.”

2.2

Objectives and Scope of Accounting

Let us go through the main objectives of Accounting:
To keep systematic records: Accounting is done to keep systematic record of financial
transactions. The primary objective of accounting is to help us collect financial data
and to record it systematically to derive correct and useful results of financial
statements.
To ascertain profitability: With the help of accounting, we can evaluate the profits
and losses incurred during a specific accounting period. With the help of a Trading and
Profit & Loss Account, we can easily determine the profit or loss of a firm.
To ascertain the financial position of the business: A balance sheet or a statement of
affairs indicates the financial position of a company as on a particular date. A properly
drawn balance sheet gives us an indication of the class and value of assets, the nature
and value of liability, and also the capital position of the firm. With the help of that, we
can easily ascertain the soundness of any business entity.
To assist in decision-making: To take decisions for the future, one requires accurate
financial statements. One of the main objectives of accounting is to take right decisions
at right time. Thus, accounting gives you the platform to plan for the future with the
help of past records.
To fulfil compliance of Law: Business entities such as companies, trusts, and societies
are being run and governed according to different legislative acts. Similarly, different
taxation laws (direct indirect tax) are also applicable to every business house. Everyone
has to keep and maintain different types of accounts and records as prescribed by
corresponding laws of the land. Accounting helps in running a business in compliance
with the law.
2.3

Accounting Process

Accounting cycle refers to the specific tasks involved in completing an accounting
process. The length of an accounting cycle can be monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, or
13

annually. It may vary from organization to organization but the process remains the
same. The following chart shows the basic steps in an accounting cycle:

Accounting Process
The following are the steps followed in an accounting process:
1.
Collecting and Analyzing Accounting Documents: It is a very important step
in which you examine the source documents and analyze them. For example, cash,
bank, sales, and purchase related documents. This is a continuous process throughout
the accounting period.
2.
Posting in Journal: On the basis of the above documents, you pass journal
entries using double entry system in which debit and credit balance remains equal. This
process is repeated throughout the accounting period.
3.
Posting in Ledger Accounts: Debit and credit balance of all the above accounts
affected through journal entries are posted in ledger accounts. A ledger is simply a
collection of all accounts. Usually, this is also a continuous process for the whole
accounting period.
4.
Preparation of Trial Balance: As the name suggests, trial balance is a
summary of all the balances of ledger accounts irrespective of whether they carry debit
balance or credit balance. Since we follow double entry system of accounts, the total of
all the debit and credit balance as appeared in trial balance remains equal. Usually, you
need to prepare trial balance at the end of the said accounting period.
5.
Posting of Adjustment Entries: In this step, the adjustment entries are first
passed through the journal, followed by posting in ledger accounts, and finally in the
14

trial balance. Since in most of the cases, we used accrual basis of accounting to find out
the correct value of revenue, expenses, assets and liabilities accounts, we need to do
these adjustment entries. This process is performed at the end of each accounting
period.
6.
Adjusted Trial Balance: Taking into account the above adjustment entries, we
create adjusted trial balance. Adjusted trial balance is a platform to prepare the financial
statements of a company.
7.
Preparation of Financial Statements: Financial statements are the set of
statements like Income and Expenditure Account or Trading and Profit & Loss
Account, Cash Flow Statement, Fund Flow Statement, Balance Sheet or Statement of
Affairs Account. With the help of trial balance, we put all the information into financial
statements. Financial statements clearly show the financial health of a firm by depicting
its profits or losses.
8.
Post-Closing Entries: All the different accounts of revenue and expenditure of
the firm are transferred to the Trading and Profit & Loss account. With the result of
these entries, the balance of all the accounts of income and expenditure accounts come
to NIL. The net balance of these entries represents the profit or loss of the company,
which is finally transferred to the owner’s equity or capital Financial Accounting 5
account. We pass these entries only at the end of accounting period.
9.
Post-Closing Trial Balance: Post-closing Trial Balance represents the balances
of Asset, Liabilities & Capital account. These balances are transferred to next financial
year as an opening balance.
2.4

Accounting Concepts

The most important concepts of accounting are as follows:
• Business Entity Concept
• Money Measurement Concept
• Going Concern Concept
• Cost Concept
• Dual Aspects Concept
• Accounting Period Concept
• Matching Concept
• Accrual Concept
• Objective Evidence Concept
The first two accounting concepts, namely, Business Entity Concept and Money
Measurement Concept are the fundamental concepts of accounting. Let us go through
each one of them briefly:

15

Business Entity Concept
According to this concept, the business and the owner of the business are two different
entities. In other words, I and my business are separate.
For example, Mr A starts a new business in the name and style of M/s Independent
Trading Company and introduced a capital of Rs 2, 00,000 in cash. It means the cash
balance of M/s Independent Trading Company will increase by a sum of Rs 2,00,000/.
At the same time, the liability of M/s Independent Trading Company in the form of
capital will also increase. It means M/s Independent Trading Company is liable to pay
Rs 2, 00,000 to Mr A.
Money Measurement Concept
According to this concept, “we can book only those transactions in our accounting
record which can be measured in monetary terms.”
Example
Determine and book the value of stock of the following items:
Shirts Rs 5,000/- Pants Rs
7,500/- Coats 500 pieces
Jackets 1000 pieces
Value of Stock =?
Here, if we want to book the value of stock in our accounting record, we need the value
of coats and jackets in terms of money. Now if we conclude that the values of coats and
jackets are Rs 2,000 and Rs 15,000 respectively, then we can easily book the value of
stock as Rs 29,500 (as a result of 5000+7500+2000+15000) in our books. We need to
keep quantitative records separately.
Going Concern Concept
Our accounting is based on the assumption that a business unit is a going concern. We
record all the financial transaction of a business in keeping this point of view in our
mind that a business unit is a going concern; not a gone concern. Otherwise, the banker
will not provide loans, the supplier will not supply goods or services, the employees
will not work properly, and the method of recording the transaction will change
altogether.
For example, a business unit makes investments in the form of fixed assets and we book
only depreciation of the assets in our profit & loss account; not the difference of
acquisition cost of assets less net realizable value of the assets. The reason is simple;
we assume that we will use these assets and earn profit in the future while using them.
Similarly, we treat deferred revenue expenditure and prepaid expenditure. The concept
of going concern does not work in the following cases:
• If a unit is declared sick (unused or unusable unit).
16

•
•

When a company is going to liquidate and a liquidator is appointed for the same.
When a business unit is passing through severe financial crisis and going to
wind up.
Cost Concept
It is a very important concept based on the Going Concern Concept. We book the value
of assets on the cost basis, not on the net realizable value or market value of the assets
based on the assumption that a business unit is a going concern. No doubt, we reduce
the value of assets providing depreciation to assets, but we ignore the market value of
the assets.
The cost concept stops any kind of manipulation while taking into account the net
realizable value or the market value. On the downside, this concept ignores the effect
of inflation in the market, which can sometimes be very steep. Still, the cost concept is
widely and universally accepted on the basis of which we do the accounting of a
business unit.
Dual Aspect Concept
There must be a double entry to complete any financial transaction, means debit should
be always equal to credit. Hence, every financial transaction has its dual aspect:
• We get some benefit, and We pay some benefit.
For example, if we buy some stock, then it will have two effects:
• the value of stock will increase (get benefit for the same
amount), and it will increase our liability in the form of
creditors.
Transaction
Effect
Purchase of Stock for Rs 25,000 Stock will increase by Rs 25,000 (Increase in
debit balance)
Cash will decrease by Rs 25,000
(Decrease in debit balance) Or
Creditor will increase by Rs
25,000 (Increase in credit
Balance)
Accounting Period Concept
The life of a business unit is indefinite as per the going concern concept. To determine
the profit or loss of a firm, and to ascertain its financial position, profit & loss accounts
and balance sheets are prepared at regular intervals of time, usually at the end of each
year. This one-year cycle is known as the accounting period. The purpose of having an
accounting period is to take corrective measures keeping in view the past performances,
to nullify the effect of seasonal changes, to pay taxes, etc.
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Based on this concept, revenue expenditure and capital expenditure are segregated.
Revenues expenditure are debited to the profit & loss account to ascertain correct profit
or loss during a particular accounting period. Capital expenditure comes in the category
of those expenses, the benefit of which will be utilized in the next coming accounting
periods as well.
Accounting period helps us ascertain correct position of the firm at regular intervals of
time, i.e., at the end of each accounting period.
Matching Concept
Matching concept is based on the accounting period concept. The expenditures of a firm
for a particular accounting period are to be matched with the revenue of the same
accounting period to ascertain accurate profit or loss of the firm for the same period.
This practice of matching is widely accepted all over the world. Let us take an example
to understand the Matching Concept clearly.
The following data is received from M/s Globe Enterprises during the period 01042012 to 31-03-2013:
Particulars
Amount
Sale of 1,000 Electric Bulbs @ Rs 10 per bulb on cash basis.
Rs.10, 000.00
Sale of 200 Electric Bulb @ Rs. 10 per bulb on credit to
Rs. 2,000.00
M/s Atul Traders.
Sale of 450 Tube light @ Rs.100 per piece on Cash basis.
Rs.45, 000.00
Purchases made from XZY Ltd.
Rs.40, 000.00
Cash paid to M/s XYZ Ltd.
Rs.38, 000.00
Freight Charges paid on purchases
Rs. 1, 500.00
Electricity Expenses of shop paid
Rs. 5,000.00
Bill for March-13 for Electricity still outstanding to be
Rs.1, 000.00
paid next year.
Based on the above data, the profit or loss of the firm is calculated as follows:
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In the above example, to match expenditures and revenues during the same accounting
period, we added the credit purchase as well as the outstanding expenses of this
accounting year to ascertain the correct profit for the accounting period 01-042012 to
31-03-2013. It means the collection of cash and payment in cash is ignored while
calculating the profit or loss of the year.
Accrual Concept
As stated above in the matching concept, the revenue generated in the accounting period
is considered and the expenditure related to the accounting period is also considered.
Based on the accrual concept of accounting, if we sell some items or we rendered some
service, then that becomes our point of revenue generation irrespective of whether we
received cash or not. The same concept is applicable in case of expenses. All the
expenses paid in cash or payable are considered and the advance payment of expenses,
if any, is deducted.
Most of the professionals use cash basis of accounting. It means, the cash received in a
particular accounting period and the expenses paid cash in the same accounting period
is the basis of their accounting. For them, the income of their firm depends upon the
collection of revenue in cash. Similar practice is followed for expenditures. It is
convenient for them and on the same basis, they pay their Taxes.
Objective Evidence Concept
According to the Objective Evidence concept, every financial entry should be supported
by some objective evidence. Purchase should be supported by purchase bills, sale with
sale bills, cash payment of expenditure with cash memos, and payment to creditors with
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cash receipts and bank statements. Similarly, stock should be checked by physical
verification and the value of it should be verified with purchase bills. In the absence of
these, the accounting result will not be trustworthy, chances of manipulation in
accounting records will be high, and no one will be able to rely on such financial
statements.

2.5 Accounting Conventions

We will discuss the following accounting conventions in this section:
• Convention of Consistency
• Convention of Disclosure
• Convention of Materiality
• Conservation of Prudence
Convention of Consistency
To compare the results of different years, it is necessary that accounting rules,
principles, conventions and accounting concepts for similar transactions are followed
consistently and continuously. Reliability of financial statements may be lost, if
frequent changes are observed in accounting treatment. For example, if a firm chooses
cost or market price whichever is lower method for stock valuation and written down
value method for depreciation to fixed assets, it should be followed consistently and
continuously.
Consistency also states that if a change becomes necessary, the change and its effects
on profit or loss and on the financial position of the company should be clearly
mentioned.
Convention of Disclosure
The Companies Act, 1956, prescribed a format in which financial statements must be
prepared. Every company that fall under this category has to follow this practice.
Various provisions are made by the Companies Act to prepare these financial
statements. The purpose of these provisions is to disclose all essential information so
that the view of financial statements should be true and fair. However, the term
„Disclosure‟ does not mean all information. It means disclosure of information that is
significance to the users of these financial statements, such as investors, owner, and
creditors.
Convention of Materiality
If the disclosure or non-disclosure of information might influence the decision of the
users of financial statements, then that information should be disclosed. For better
understanding, please refer to General Instruction for preparation of Statement of Profit
and Loss in revised scheduled VI to the Companies Act, 1956:
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1) A company shall disclose by way of notes additional information regarding any
item of income or expenditure which exceeds 1% of the revenue from
operations or Rs 1, 00,000 whichever is higher.
2) A Company shall disclose in Notes to Accounts, share in the company held by
each shareholder holding more than 5% share specifying the number of share
held.
Conservation or Prudence
It is a policy of playing safe. For future events, profits are not anticipated, but provisions
for losses are provided as a policy of conservatism. Under this policy, provisions are
made for doubtful debts as well as contingent liability; but we do not consider any
anticipatory gain. For example, If A purchases 1000 items @ Rs 80 per item and sells
900 items out of them @ Rs 100 per item when the market value of stock is (i) Rs 90
and in condition (ii) Rs 70 per item, then the profit from the above transactions can be
calculated as follows:

In the above example, the method for valuation of stock is „Cost or market price
whichever is lower‟. The prudence however does not permit creation of hidden reserve
by understating the profits or by overstating the losses.

2.6 Classification of Accounts
It is necessary to know the classification of accounts and their treatment in double entry
system of accounts. Broadly, the accounts are classified into three categories:
• Personal accounts
• Real accounts o Tangible accounts o Intangible accounts
• Nominal accounts
Let us go through them each of them one by one.
Personal Accounts
Personal accounts may be further classified into three categories:
Natural Personal Account
An account related to any individual like David, George, Ram, or Shyam is called as a
Natural Personal Account. Artificial Personal Account
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An account related to any artificial person like M/s ABC Ltd, M/s General Trading,
M/s Reliance Industries, etc., is called as an Artificial Personal Account.
Representative Personal Account
Representative personal account represents a group of account. If there are a number of
accounts of similar nature, it is better to group them like salary payable account, rent
payable account, insurance prepaid account, interest receivable account, capital account
and drawing account, etc.
Real Accounts
Every Business has some assets and every asset has an account. Thus, asset account is
called a real account. There are two type of assets:
• Tangible assets are touchable assets such as plant, machinery, furniture, stock,
cash, etc.
• Intangible assets are non-touchable assets such as goodwill, patent, copyrights,
etc.
Accounting treatment for both type of assets is same.
Nominal Accounts
Since this account does not represent any tangible asset, it is called nominal or fictitious
account. All kinds of expense account, loss account, gain account or income accounts
come under the category of nominal account. For example, rent account, salary account,
electricity expenses account, interest income account, etc.

2.7

Accounting Systems

There are two systems of accounting followed:
• Single Entry System
• Double Entry System
Single Entry System
Single entry system is an incomplete system of accounting, followed by small
businessmen, where the number of transactions is very less. In this system of
accounting, only personal accounts are opened and maintained by a business owner.
Sometimes subsidiary books are maintained and sometimes not. Since real and nominal
accounts are not opened by the business owner, preparation of profit & loss account
and balance sheet is not possible to ascertain the correct position of profit or loss or
financial position of business entity.
Double Entry System
Double entry system of accounts is a scientific system of accounts followed all over the
world without any dispute. It is an old system of accounting. It was developed by „Luco
Pacioli’ of Italy in 1494. Under the double entry system of account, every entry has its
dual aspects of debit and credit. It means, assets of the business always equal to
liabilities of the business.
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Assets = Liabilities
If we give something, we also get something in return and vice versa.
2.8 Rules of Debit and Credit Under Double Entry System of Accounts

The following rules of debit and credit are called the golden rules of accounts:

Example:
Mr A starts a business regarding which we have the following data:
Introduces Capital in cash
Rs 50,000
Purchases (Cash)
Rs 20,000
Purchases (Credit) from Mr B Rs 25,000
Freight charges paid in cash Rs 1,000
Goods sold to Mr C on credit Rs 15,000
Cash Sale
Rs 30,000
Purchased computer
Rs 10,000
Commission Income
Rs 8,000
S.No. Journal Entries

Classification

Rule

1

Cash A/c Dr. 50,000
To Capital A/c 50,000

Real A/c
Personal A/c

Debit what comes in;
Credit
the
giver(Owner)

2

Goods Purchase A/c Dr. 20,000
To Cash A/c 20,000

Real A/c
Real A/c

Debit what comes in;
Credit what goes out
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3

Goods Purchase A/c Dr. 25,000
To B A/c 25,000

Real A/c
Personal A/c

Debit what comes
in; Credit the giver

4

Freight A/c Dr. 1,000 To
Cash A/c 1,000

Nominal A/c
Real A/c

Debit all expenses;
Credit what goes out

5

C A/c Dr. 15,000 To
Sale A/c 15,000

Personal A/c
Real Account

Debit the receiver;
Credit what goes out

6

Cash A/c Dr. 30,000 To
Sale A/c 30,000

Real A/c
Real A/c

Debit what comes in;
Credit what goes out

7

Computer A/c Dr. 10,000
To Cash A/c 10,000 Real A/c R

Real A/c
Real A/c

Debit what comes in;
Credit what goes out

8

Cash A/c Dr. 8,000
To Commission A/c 8,000

Real A/c
Nominal A/c

Debit what comes in;
Credit all incomes

It is very clear from the above example how the rules of debit and credit work. It is also
clear that every entry has its dual aspect. In any case, debit will always be equal to
credit in double entry accounting system.
2.9

Model Questions

1. What is an Accounting? Briefly explain the objectives and scope of Accounting.
2. What is Accounting Principles? Explain the Concept and Convention of
Accounting.
3. What is system of Accounting? And also explain the Double Entry system of
Accounting.
2.11
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UNIT – III
SYSTEM

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM USING DATABASE MANAGEMENT

Learning Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to know:
Introduction, MS Access and its Components, Access Basics for Creating a Database,
Creating of Tables in Access, Creating Tables and Relationships for Accounting
Database, Database Design for Simple Transaction Vouchers, Modified Design for
Implementing Compound Vouchers, Vouchers Using Forms, Access Basics for
Creating Forms, Tool Box and Form Controls, Creation of Form, Information Using
Queries, Basics of Creating Queries in Access, Types of Queries, Methods of Creating
Query
Structure:
3.0 Introduction
3.1 MS Access and its Components
3.1.1 Access Basics for Creating a Database
3.1.2 Creating of Tables in Access
3.2 Creating Tables and Relationships for Accounting Database
3.2.1 Database Design for Simple Transaction Vouchers
3.2.2 Modified Design for Implementing Compound Vouchers
3.3 Vouchers Using Forms
3.3.1 Access Basics for Creating Forms
3.3.2 Tool Box and Form Controls
3.3.5 Creation of Form
3.4 Information Using Queries
3.4.1 Basics of Creating Queries in Access
3.4.2 Types of Queries
3.4.3 Methods of Creating Query
3.5 Generating Accounting Reports
3.5.1 Accounting Reports
3.5.2 Process of Creating Reports
3.5.3 Basics of Designing a Report in Access
3.5.4 Structure of Report in Access
3.5.5 Methods of Creating a Report
3.6 Model Questions
3.7 Further Readings
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3.0

Introduction

After studying this chapter, you will be able to:
• identify the resources of MS ACCESS as DBMS
• create data tables described in a database design and set relationship among
these tables
• explain the ACCESS basics and procedures to create forms using ACCESS
• describe and create voucher forms in consonance with different database
designs
• identify information requirement of reports for querying databases
• formulate and implement queries for retrieving data and information for
presentation in accounting reports
• Implement the process in ACCESS for generating accounting reports by using
accounting information queries.
This chapter deals with the basics of MS Access for implementing the databases and
specifically deals with implementation of accounting databases, the design of which
has been shown, described and discussed. The accounting database design has been
discussed below in terms of its implementation modalities in the context of MS Access.
3.1

MS Access and its Components

It is one of the popularly used Database Management System (DBMS) to create, store
and manage database. It is also popularly called ACCESS. Every component that is
created using Access is an object and several such similar objects constitute a class.
Access is functionally available with the following seven-object classes. Each of these
objects classes is capable of creating their respective object replicas.
•
•

•

•
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Tables: This object class allows a database designer to create the data tables
with their respective fieldnames, data types and properties.
Queries: This object class is meant to create the SQL compatible query
statement with or without the help of Graphic User Interface (GUI) to define
tables, store data and retrieve both data and information. •Forms: This object
class allows the designer to create an appropriate user interface to formally
interact with the back end database, defined by the tables and queries.
Reports: This object class is used to create various reports, the source of
information content of which is based on tables, queries or both. Such reports
are designed in Access according to the requirement of end-user.
Pages: This object class is meant to create Data Access Pages, which can be
posted on a Web site of an organization using Internet or sent via e-mail to
someone of the organization’s network.

•

Macros: In macro programming, the objects using individual instructions called
macro-oriented actions are manipulated. A Macro is a list of macro oriented
actions that run as a unit. Access provides for such Macro programming.

Fig: An example of database window to work in Access
• Modules: These are the foundations of any application and allow the designer
to create a set of programming instructions, called functions or sub-routines that
can be used throughout the application.
The functions return a value while subroutines do not return any value. Access provides
for creating such modules.
Each of these object classes is contained in the named database file of Access with
MDB extension. Whenever this file is opened, a database window, as shown on next
page, opens with all the above object classes available on the left hand side. As and
when the specific objects are created or designed, they get listed on right hand side of
this window against each of these object classes.
3.1.1 Access Basics for Creating a Database
When a new database is created from the scratch, there is complete control over the
database objects, their properties and the relationships. In order to create a new database
without the help of database wizard (that is an automated process in Access), the
following steps are required:
(i) Open Access Window to choose blank Access database and click OK button.
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(ii) Access responds by displaying File New Database dialog box, which prompts the
designer to enter a file name and a location for the database. This must be followed
by clicking Create button.
(iii) If the task pane is not open, choose File from menu bar and click at new to open
the task pane to create a new database.
3.1.2 Creating of Tables in Access
The creation of tables in Access requires the following steps and understanding of the
components of table object.
Click at Tables object of Access, followed by double click at create table by design
view. This results in providing a table window, the upper part of which has three
columns: Field Name, Data Type and Description. It is meant to define the schema of
a table being created. Each of its rows corresponds to a column of the table being
created. Two primary properties of the column of a table are its field name and data
type.
(a)
Field name: refers to column name of the table being created. The name of the
column should be a string of contiguous characters. The Field name is meant to define
the name of column to be created, followed by data type of such column. The designer
can optionally provide description of the column also. Once the data type is defined,
the designer can further specify the properties of each column in the lower part of the
Table window.
(b)
Data Types: Access supports different data types, the details of which are as
given below :
• Text: It is used for a string of characters: words or numbers that are not to be
used in any arithmetic calculations. The maximum length for a text field is 255
characters. It is the default data type because of being used most frequently.
• Memo: It is used for storing comments and is capable of accommodating 65,536
characters. But a field with this data type is not amenable to sorting or filtering
of data records.
• Number: It is meant to store numbers, which could be integers (-32768 to
32767), long integers (–2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647), bytes (0 – 255), single
(to store values with decimal point up to a certain limit), double (to store values
in decimal point with greater magnitude and more precision) or decimal types.
• Date/Time: It is used to store dates, times or a combination of both.
• Currency: It is used for storing numbers in terms of Dollars, Rupees or other
Currencies.
• AutoNumber: It is a numeric data automatically entered by Access. It is of
particular importance in a situation where none of the fields individually or a
set of fields as a combination in a table is unique.
• Yes/No: It is to declare a logical field which may have only one of the two
opposite values alternatively given as: Yes or No, on or Off, True or False.
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•

OLE Object: OLE stands for Object Linking and Embedding. It refers to an
object that could be a photograph, bar code image or another document created
in another software application.
• Hyperlink: This data type is meant to store a Universal Resource Locator (URL)
and e-mail addresses. (c) Properties: Once the data type of a column is specified,
Access allows the designer to define the properties of each column.
These properties are of two types General and Look up.
(i) General : In the context of text data type the general properties are :
• Field Size: This property, in case of text fields, refers to the maximum number
of characters allowed in the column. The same property, in case of numbers,
refers to the type of numbers being stored as per requirements.
• Format: It is meant to indicate as to how the field‟s contents are displayed.
There are standard types of formats to choose from.
• Decimal places property: It applies to single, double or decimal types of
numbers.
• Input mask: Formats for data entry that include placeholders and punctuations
are called input masks. It works only for text and date type of fields. It is of
particular importance when the accounting codes being used in the system are
formatted with hyphens.
• Caption: It is a label used for the field in datasheet view and on the Forms and
reports. If the caption property is set to blank, the field name becomes the
default caption and is used to label the field.
• Default Value: It is used for specifying a value for new entries of data records.
While entering the data item, the operator can always over write the default
value. The default value should be the most frequently entered value in the field.
• Validation Rule and Text: Validation means checking of data to eliminate
incorrect entries. Validation criteria can be specified for this property. If the
data so entered does not satisfy the validation criteria, the validation text gets
displayed.
• Required and Indexed: The Required property must be provided a logical value
Yes or No. When a field’s required property is set to Yes, a user must enter data
in the field before saving the record. A value of No implies that the data entry
in the field is optional. In other words, a null value is also acceptable to the
database. Indexing a field results in speeding up sorting, searching and filtering
of records on that field. Primary key field is always indexed. For a single field
primary key, Access sets the Required property to Yes and the Indexed property
to Yes (No duplicates) because a primary key by definition must have unique
values without null entries.
• Allow-Zero Length: This property is available only for text fields. Setting it to
Yes/No determine whether a text string with zero length is a valid entry or not.
(ii) Look up: The look up feature is used by a field to find its values in another table,
query or from a fixed list of values. A list of valid values can be displayed using a
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list box or combo box. Text box is the default display control of look up. Look up
is created in case of a field, which is foreign key (many side) into primary key (one
side) between the tables that have one-to-many relationship. Its other display
controls are list control and combo control. When list box or combo box is used as
display control in look up, it is important to specify the row source type (that is
table, query or list of values or field list). The list of values must be separated by
comma. Some additional properties in case of list box or combo box are meant to
specify the bound column whose values are copied to this field as references.
Number of columns to appear in the list box or combo box is determined by column
count property.
• The above steps for defining a column need be repeated for every column to be
created for a particular table.
• After defining all the columns of the table, the primary key column of the table
can be specified as any of the columns that are expected to have unique data
values. This can be achieved by right clicking at the field to be specified as
primary key followed by primary key item of right clicked window. If more
than one field constitutes a primary key, select first field (of such composite
primary key) by pressing and holding Ctrl key and clicking other fields (of the
composite primary key) one by one in the same order in which they together
constitute the primary key. This must be followed by right click at selected
fields to mark the selected fields as primary key.
• Save the table design by clicking at File item of menu bar followed by click at
Save option. Access responds by providing a generic default name of table. The
table name provided by Access may be accepted by clicking at OK or changed
by re-typing another name at the input dialog box. This must be followed by
clicking OK. The table stands created and appears as listed to the right of table
object.
• Every other table, which constitutes part of the database design, may also be
created in the same manner as described above. The foregoing discussion in this
chapter is divided into four sections: Creating tables and relationships for
accounting databases; Vouchers and forms; information using queries and
generating accounting reports.

3.2

Creating Tables and Relationships for Accounting Database

The database designed in of this chapter is to be discussed in the context of database
components as detailed above. This is because the implementation of each database
design is conditioned by its particular table structure and interrelationships.
3.2.1 Database Design for Simple Transaction Vouchers
Consider that, there are five data tables: Employees, Accounts, Vouchers, Support and
Account Type. For the purpose of implementation, each table is described below in
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terms of their storage structure, i.e. column names, data types and properties: (a)
Account Type: This table has two columns: CatId and Category.
(b) Cat Id: This column of the Account Type table is meant to specify the
identification value of the category of accounts. Since there are limited number
of accounts type and are being expressed as numeric only, the data type of this
field can be safely taken as „Number/byte‟ because the storage space taken by the
data type „Number/byte‟ is minimum. This field has been designated as primary
key because it has unique values across a set of category records.
Category: This field is meant to store the string of characters to express the
category of account such as Expenses, Revenues, Assets and Liabilities. Its data
type should be Text with suggested field size set to 15 characters.
(c) Accounts: This table has three columns: Code, Name and Type.
• Code: A unique account number or code identifies an account. This column is
meant to store this code. Its data type is chosen as Text because it is not to be
subjected to any calculations. Its field size is required to have a length of six
characters because every account is designed to have six digits at leaf level.
Because of uniqueness in values, this field is a good primary key field. The
Allow Zero Length property must be set to No. Indexed property of this field
must be set to Yes (No duplicates) to imply that the database creates
automatically an internal index on this field for fast retrieval of data records and
No duplicates indicates that this index is based on unique values of code.
• Name: In a system of accounting, every account has a name. This column is
meant to store the name of an account corresponding to the account code by
which it is identified. Its data type is declared as Text because it is a string of
characters not required for any calculations. Its field size need be set to 30
characters, which is considered to be long enough to accommodate the name of
account.
• Type : Every account must belong to one of the accounts type as stored in
Account Type table. This field is a foreign key to reference Cat Id field of
Account Type table. Its data type and other properties must be the same as that
of Cat Id field in Account Type table, except that its Index property can be set
to YES (Duplicates OK). This is because Type value within accounts table
cannot be unique as a number of accounts might belong to a particular Account
Type and store a common Cat Id as data value in Type field. The relationship
between the Cat Id column of Account Type table and type column of Accounts
table must also be defined so as to maintain referential integrity.
(d) Employees: This table stores the data pertaining to employees of the
organisation and is designed to have following columns:
• Emp Id: Each employee is identified by a unique data value called Emp Id,
which in turn gets reflected in employee table as a column to store for each
employee record a unique identification value. The data type of this column is
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•

•

•

•

•
•
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text with field size equal to 4. Being a column to store unique values and also
because of its capability to identify an employee record, it is designated as
primary key field. Its required property is set to Yes and Zero length property
is set to No with Indexed property as Yes (No Duplicates).
Fname: This column refers to the first name of employee and its data type is
declared as Text because it is meant to store string of alphabets. Its Field size is
set to 10 on the assumption that first name of every employee can be completely
accommodated within this field size. The Required property is set to Yes with
Zero Length Property being No to imply that every employee has a first name
and no employee record can be stored unless the first name is also stored.
Mname: Mname column is meant to store the middle name of an employee. It
data type is declared as text with field width equal to 10. The Required Property
can be set to No and Zero Length property to Yes to imply that many employees
may not have middle name. Therefore, the storing of value in this field becomes
optional.
Lname : Lname column has been included in the table structure to store the
Last name of an employee. The data type of this column is Text with field size
set to 10. The Required Property can be set to No and Allow Zero Length
property to Yes for the reason which applies to Mname.
PhoneNo : This column is meant to store the Phone number of the employee
and its data type is set to Text with field size equal to 12. The Required property
is set to No with Allow Zero Length property set to Yes to imply that null values
are permitted for this field because many employees may not have phone
numbers.
SuperId : This column in the Employee table structure refers to EmpId of the
supervisor or immediate superior of the employee. Its data type is set to Text
with field width 4, the same as is for EmpId. Its Required property is set to No
with Allow Zero Length property being Yes to imply that null values are also
permitted. This is because the overall boss of the organisation, although an
employee, does not have any boss and therefore a null value in this field is to
be allowed to accommodate the situation.
Vouchers: This table has been designed to store the transaction data as
contained in a voucher. It has nine columns, the details of each are given below
V no: This column is meant to store voucher number, which indicates the
distinct identity of a transaction. Its data type could be number if numeric digits
are assigned to each of the vouchers. However, its data type is normally taken
as text because it is amenable to any type of numbering, coding or ordering
scheme: numeric, alpha-numeric or formatted reference. Its width may be set to
6 so that first 2 places to the left refer to numeric month of the date and next 4
places to numeric digits giving identity to each of the transactions that have
occurred during the month under reference. This column is designed to have
distinct values and therefore can be designated as primary key of the table.
Accordingly, its value cannot be null and therefore its Allow Zero Length

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

property must be set to No with Required property being yes. However, its data
type needs be taken as number (with Integer), when numeric function(s) such
as Dmax() is applied to find maximum values for auto-generating the vouchers.
Debit: This column is meant to store the code corresponding to an account,
which has been debited in recording a transaction. Since it references the code
column, which the primary key of Accounts table is as described above, it is a
foreign key column in Vouchers table. The data type and properties of this
column should be the same as that of code column of Accounts table, except
that its Indexed property need be set to Yes Duplicates OK). The relationship
between the code column of accounts table and debit column of Vouchers table
must also be defined so as to maintain referential integrity.
Amount: This column is meant to store the amount of transaction and is
common to the accounts being debited and credited. Its data type can be Number
with field size set to double; format set to standard; decimal places set to 2 and
default value set to 0.00. Alternatively, its data type can be chosen as currency
type, in that case its format can be either accepted as currency or set to standard
with decimal places set to 2.
V date: This column of the table stores the date of transaction. Its data type is
set to Date/Time with format set to Medium Date (dd-MMMyy); Default value
set to = Now() to imply current date in Real Time Clock (RTC) of computer
system and caption property set to Date.
Credit: This column is meant to store the code corresponding to the account
being credited in recording a transaction. Like Debit column, this column too
shares the same properties as code column of Accounts table and must also be
dealt with in the same manner as Debit column described above.
Narration: This column is meant to store the narration. Its data type can be set
to text type with field size set to 100 characters; Required to No; Allow Zero
Length to Yes and Indexed to No. If the narrations are very large beyond 255
characters, its data type can be set to Memo so as to accommodate the narrations
up to 65,536 characters, almost equal to 64 pages.
Prep By: This column is meant to store the identity of an employee who has
prepared the voucher. EmpId as defined and described in schema of Employees
table identifies the employee. The data type of this field and other properties
must be identical to that of EmpId, except that its Indexed property must be set
to No. This column as per design is expected to refer to EmpId column of
Employees table and therefore must be defined as foreign key. Its relationship
with EmpId column of Employees table must also be specified to ensure
referential integrity.
Auth By: This column is meant to store the identity of the employee who has
authorised the vouchers. This column is similar to PrepBy column. Therefore,
its data type, properties and relationship with EmpId are the same as those for
PrepBy column.
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Support: This table is created to store the details of support documents annexed
to a voucher. It is designed to have the following four columns:
vNo : This column is meant to store the voucher number to which this document
is annexed. Its data type should be the same as that of Vno in Vouchers table
because this column refers to Vno column of Vouchers table to maintain
referential integrity. Its value cannot be null and therefore its Allow Zero Length
property must be set to No with Required Property being Yes. Since there may
be more than one support documents annexed to a voucher, the values stored in
this column cannot be unique and therefore this column alone cannot be a
primary key field. sNo : This column has been included in the table structure
to store serial numbers 1,2,3… to correspond to the serial number of documents
being annexed. Duplicate values will occur in this field also because the serial
number of documents across the vouchers shall be the same. However, both the
columns: Svno and Sno together provide a unique value because the documents,
for every voucher are serially numbered and therefore unique. Both the columns
together need be declared as Primary key of this table.
dName: This column refers to Document name. Its data type is Text with field
size equal to 30 to mean that within this character limit the document name can
be suitable accommodated.
sDate : This column refers to any date reference given in the support document.
Its data type is Date/Time. Its format can be declared as Medium Date with
Required and Indexed property set to No.

3.2.2 Modified Design for Implementing Compound Vouchers
There are two tables: Vouchers Main and Vouchers Details
(a) Vouchers Main: This table has been created to store one record for every
transaction. The rows of this table refer to those data items of the vouchers, which
lie outside the voucher grid. It consists of Vno, AccCode, vdate, PrepBy, AuthBy
and Type.
• AccCode : This column is meant to store the complementing account code,
which in the context of debit voucher is credit account and in the context of
credit voucher is a debit account. In debit voucher, the debit accounts are
displayed in Debit Accounts Grid and therefore the complementing account is
the account to be credited. Similarly, in Credit Voucher, the Credit Accounts
Grid displays only the accounts, which are being credited in recording a
transaction. Therefore, the complementing debit account need be stored in this
column. This column is also the foreign key column because it references the
primary key column of Accounts table. Its data type and properties must be the
same as that of Code column of Accounts table, except that its Indexed property
must be set to Yes (Duplicates OK) and the domain of its data values is confined
to the code values stored in Accounts table.
• Type: This column has been created to store a value 0 (for debit voucher) or 1
(for credit voucher). Its data type therefore is set to Number with field size set
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to byte. This column is very important and therefore its values must be carefully
stored and interpreted in preparing accounting reports. Improper handling of
this column may cause the Errors of Principle in accounting. The data types and
properties of Vno, Vdate, AuthBy and Prep By continues to be same as have
been defined and discussed in Vouchers table of Simple Vouchers Design.
However, Vno column has acquired an added importance because of being
referenced by Vno column of Vouchers Detail table.
(b) Vouchers Detail: This table is meant to store those data items of the voucher, which
appear in the grid of debit or credit vouchers. However, the Total amount of voucher
is not stored because it is derived data. It consists of Vno, Sno, Code, Amount and
Narration as its columns.
• Vno: This column is meant to store voucher number of Debit/ Credit record of
Vouchers Main table to which the Credit/Debit entries of vouchers Details table
are related. Its data type should be the same as that of Vno in Vouchers Main
table because this column refers to Vno column of vouchers Main table to
maintain referential integrity. Its value cannot be null and therefore its Allow
Zero Length property must be set to No with Required property being Yes.
Since there can be more than one debit/credit Entry against each of the
credit/debit entry of Voucher Main table, the values stored in this column cannot
be unique and therefore this column alone cannot be a primary key field.
• Sno : This column has been included in the table structure to store serial
numbers 1,2,3… to correspond to the serial number of debit/credit entries being
referred to in the grid of an accounting Voucher: Debit or Credit. Duplicate
values will occur in this field also because the serial numbers of entries across
the vouchers are bound to be the same. However, both the columns: vno and
Sno together provide a unique value because for every voucher the entries are
serially numbered and therefore unique. Both the columns together need be
declared as primary key of this table.
• Code: This column is meant to store the account codes, which in the context of
debit voucher are debit accounts and in the context of credit voucher are credit
accounts. This column is also the foreign key column because it references the
primary key column of Accounts table. Its data type and properties must be the
same as that of Code column of Accounts table, except that its Indexed property
must be set to Yes (Duplicates OK). The domain of its data values gets confined
to the Code values stored in Accounts table. The data type and properties of
amount and narration column continue to be the same as already described and
discussed for Vouchers table.
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3.3

Vouchers Using Forms

The scope of this section includes the basics of Access for creating a Form in Access;
transforming the voucher designs in terms of Access objects and properties; and also
the procedure for creating Forms for vouchers.
3.3.1 Access Basics for Creating Forms
A Form in Access may be designed, developed and used for the following purposes:
• Data Entry: Form is used for entering, editing and displaying data.
• Application flow: Form is used for navigating through an application.
• Custom Dialog Box: It can be used for providing messages to the user or getting
parameters from the user for executing a parameter-based query.
• Printing information: It can be used for providing hard copies of data entry
information. This is contrary to the belief that Forms in Access can be used only
for data entry. The most common use of a Form in Access is to display and edit
existing data and also for adding new data records.
3.3.2 Tool Box and Form Controls
A tool box is a collection of visual objects (or controls) that are placed (or embedded)
on the Form to provide some meaning or functionality. The Form is designed by placing
several such controls, which have their own functionality and properties.

•

•

•

3.3.3 Properties of Controls
Every form control is a complete object with its independent set of properties, which
determine the shape, size, behavior and functionality of the object. The properties of
these objects are divided into three categories: Format, Data and Others. All these
properties may not apply to all the controls. Some important properties of these objects
are as described below:
(a) Format Properties: Some of the important properties are as described as under:
Format: It determines the manner in which the data in the control is displayed. This property is
inherited from its underlying data source. It is set and used in three situations : one when the
property is not set for the underlying field; second when the format setting of the underlying
field is to be overridden; third when a control, which is not bound to any underlying data field,
is to be displayed in a particular manner.
Decimal Places: This property specifies the number of decimal places up to which the control
should display a numeric data. It must be used in conjunction with format property to determine
the final appearance of numeric data.
Caption: The caption property applies to label, command button and toggle buttons. This
property is used to specify what printed matter will appear on the face of the control. In the
context of label control, the printed matter is made to appear using this caption property.
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Visible: This property specifies whether the control embedded on the Form should be visible or
hidden when the Form is opened. The property can make a control appear conditionally when
required.
Layout Properties (Left, Top, Width, Height) : These properties are used to set the position and
size of the control.
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Back Colour and Style: The back colour property specifies background colour,
as opposed to text colour, for the control. This property, when set to transparent,
shows the form‟s background colour through the control. The setting is
preferred for an Option group.
Special effects: This property provides the three dimensional effect to a control
in its appearance. The options for this property are: Flat, Raised, Sunken,
Etched, Shadowed and Chiseled. Each of these effects gives a different look to
the control.
Border Properties (style, colour, and effect): The Border properties are capable
of affecting the style, colour and thickness of the Border of a control. The
Border style options are Transparent, Solid, Dashes, Dots, etc. The Border
colour property specifies the colour of the Border and it is possible to select
from a variety of colours. The Border width property can be set to one of several
point sizes. When the Border style of a control is set to transparent, its colour
and width properties are ignored.
Fore Colour: This property can be used for assigning a colour of choice to the
text being formatted.
Font Properties (Name, Size, Weight, Italics, and Underline): These properties
are meant to control the appearance of text within a control. These are capable
of affecting font, its point size, thickness and also whether the text is italicized
or underlined.
Text Align: The text-align property affects the manner in which data is aligned
within the control. The available options are: General, Left, Centre, Right and
Distribute.
Margins (Top, Left, Right and Bottom) : These properties determine how far
the text appears from top, left, right and bottom of a control. The margin
properties are of particular importance while using Text box for memo field.
Line Spacing: It is used to determine the spacing between the lines of a text
with multiple lines. This is useful when a text control is used for displaying and
storing data pertaining to Memo fields.
Display When: This property is capable of deciding whether to send the data of
a control to a Printer or to a Screen. For example, the labels containing
instructions can be displayed on the screen but not on the printer
Scroll Bars: This property is capable of determining whether scroll bars appear
when the data in the control does not fit within its size or not. The options are
none or vertical. This property is normally set to vertical for text control to
interact with data pertaining to Memo field.

Data Properties
• Control Source: This property specifies the field from a record source that is
associated with particular control. By default, it is the record source that
underlies the Form being designed.
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Input Mask: The input mask property affects the format used for data entry into
the control as opposed to its appearance, which is affected by Format and
Decimal places property. The input mask of the field underlying the control is
automatically inherited by the control. However, the input mask property of
control in the Form is used to further restrict what data is entered into the field.
Default Value: This property determines the value assigned to the field while
adding a new data record. It is inherited from the underlying field of record
source to which the control is bound. The default value, when set for control,
has an overriding effect over the default value set at the underlying field level.
• Validation (Rule and Text) : The function performed by Validation Rule and
Validation Text for controls is the same as it applies to Fields of database tables,
except that the validation is performed at Form level in case of control and
database level in case of fields. In case of bound controls, the user cannot enter
data into the control, if the validation rules for control and the underlying field
are in conflict.
Enabled and Locked: This property is meant to determine whether focus is
allowed on the control or not. If it is set to No, the control appears dimmed and
mouse action cannot be performed on such control. This property is useful for
calculated controls meant only for display of data. Locked property determines
whether the data in the control can be modified or not. This property, when set
to Yes, deprives a user the facility to edit data, though the focus becomes
available.
Other Properties
Name: This property allows the designer to provide a customized name to a
control. The names assigned by the designer should be purpose oriented so that
the design structure of the Form becomes self-documenting.
Status Bar Text: This control specifies the text message that is displayed in the
status bar when the control acquires the focus.
Enter Key Behaviour: This property is meant to determine whether the use of
Enter key adds a new line in the current control or results in moving the cursor
to next control. Its setting is useful for Text control bound to Memo field.
Allow AutoCorrect: This property, when set to Yes, enables the auto correction
feature to correct automatically common spelling errors and types. It is useful
while using Text control for Memo field.
Vertical: This property is meant to determine whether the text in a control
appears horizontally or vertically. The default setting is No to mean the
horizontal. When set to Yes, the text within the control is rotated at 90 degrees.
Default: This property applies to command button and specifies whether the
control is a default control on the form or not.
Tab Stop: This property indicates whether the Tab key can be used to enter a
control or not. It is desirable to set this property to No for those controls whose
values are rarely changed.
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Tab Index: This property is used to set the tab order for the control. This
property helps in setting the tab order manually as opposed to automatic setting
at Form level.
Short cut Menu: This control is capable of attaching a specific menu to a control
and a bar/window gets displayed when the user right-clicks at the control.
Control Tip Text: This property is meant to enter text that acts as a tool tip for
the control. The tool tip appears automatically when the mouse pointer is placed
over the control and left there for a moment.
Help Context ID: This property indicates the Help topic attached to a particular
control.

3.3.5 Creation of Form
Access provides for creation of a Form either by Design or Wizard. This can be
achieved by double clicking at the database file. Immediately the Database Window
appears which is vertically divided into two parts: left and right. The left side displays
a list of database objects such as Tables, Queries, Forms, Reports, Pages, Macros and
Modules. The right hand side of Database Window shows the various objects created
under each of the classes of objects. At the top of Database Window and just below the
title bar, there is a menu bar, which consists of three named menu items: Open, Design
and New, and five Icons: one to delete an object, second and third to toggle between
Large and Small (default) Icons and fourth and fifth to toggle between list (default) and
details. Select Forms Object: This can achieved by a click at Forms listed as object
class. By default, two items appear on the right side of window:
“Create Form in design view” and “Create Form by using wizard”.

Fig: Database window showing the methods to create the Forms
Create Form by using wizard: The following procedure is followed for using
the wizard to create a data entry Form:
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Double click at Create Form by using wizard. Immediately there is a
window titled, Form Wizard which allows the designer to choose the
data table along with the related available fields to choose from. The
designer should choose only those fields, which pertain to the data
content of Form being designed. But it must be ensured that every
essential field (defined as one with required property set to Yes and
Allow Zero Length property set to No) must be included. In case of
voucher, choose all the fields by clicking at >> button.
Click at Next command button. Form wizard responds by providing six
mutually exclusive choices with respect to layout of the Form. One of these
choices is exercised by clicking at an option button from a group of six such
buttons. Click at Next command button after exercising layout choice. The
Form wizard responds by prompting the user to select from a list control one
out of the ten options to specify the style of presentation of this Form.
• Click at Next to move forward. Access responds by asking for the Title
of the Form. The designer can provide a useful title, which explains
the purpose for which the Form is being created. Further, the designer
may specify whether the Form is to be opened for entering data or for
modifying the design. Finally click at Finish command button to get
the initial design of the Form in run mode, if the option for entering
data is exercised. If the option for modify design is exercised, the
design of the Form is available along with tool box with various
controls to facilitate modification of design. Modifying Form Design:
The Forms created with wizard have limited visual appeal. However,
Forms have a design view, just as table do, and Access includes many
tools for modifying a
Form‟s design. Some of the common modifications to the Form are
listed below
• Changing Properties of controls
• Re-sizing and moving controls
• Aligning and spacing controls
• Converting (or Morphing) controls
• Conditional formatting of controls
• Re-arranging Tab Order
• Adding New controls
• Deleting existing controls each of these modifications has been briefly
discussed after describing the procedure for creating a Form by Design
view.
Create Form by Design view: Under this method, a data entry Form is created either
as a data bound object or as an unbound object. A double click at “Create Form in
Design View” provides a New Form dialog but the Form created in this manner is not
bound to any back end database. However, a click at New to open New Form dialog
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results in creating the Form, which is bound to database. The use of drop down list in
the new Form dialog box to select a table or query serves as the foundation of the
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Form being created. Fields can be easily added to a Form by using the Field List
window, which contains all the fields that are part of the Form‟s record source. The
record source for the Form is the table or query that underlies the Form. Make sure that
the Field List window is visible. If it is not, click at the Field List button on the tool
bar. Pick up from the field list every field, which is to be displayed in the Form for
entering the data. It is important to ensure that every essential field must appear in the
Form, if the Form is being designed to enter records rather than displaying just part of
record contents. Select and drag the field from the field list to a place on the Form
where it is desired to appear. The location selected becomes the upper left corner of
the text box, and the attached label appears to the left of where the text control is
dropped. Further, the following steps are taken to develop a data entry Form:
(i) click at New to open the New Form dialog. Two list controls appear in the dialog
box: one provides for various options to create a Form such as Design view, Form
Wizard, Auto Form; etc. and another to “choose the table or query where object‟s
data comes from” (also called record source). From First List controls choose
Design view (default) by a click.
(ii) Choose a table as the record source because the entire data is stored in the table
record by record. Click OK after the table is selected.
(iii) Access responds by providing three windows: one for new blank Form, second
for tool box and third for Field list corresponding to the selected record source.
The Form object henceforth shall act as a container for other controls to be used
in designing Form.
(iv) Select and drag a field from the Field list and place it in the blank Form by drag
and drop method. Repeat this process for every field in succession. Alternatively,
all the fields can be selected by clicking at every field in the field list while Ctrl
Key is kept pressed. The selected fields can be dragged and dropped at the
Voucher Form.
(v) Adding a Title: The Form must be suitably titled for its identity, which should be
self-descriptive. To add a title, use tool box by clicking at the label control. While
the pointer is moved back into the design area, it changes to a large letter A with
crosshairs. Move the pointer into the header area and click where the label is
desired to be placed and then type the text of title. Once the text is entered, the
focus from the label control can be freed by clicking anywhere in the Form. The
label can be reselected by a click, followed by using the formatting tool bar to
format the title. Alternatively and in addition to the above, more formatting
options can be exercised by right clicking at the label control and clicking at
Properties item of drop down window of right clicks action.
(vi) Changing the Properties of Forms and Controls: Every Access object: Form or
Controls is described by its properties. These properties, as already stated above,
have been classified into three broad categories: Format, Data and Others. It is not
essential to know every available property to work well in designing Forms in
Access. But it is always good idea to check up the property values if the object
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is not behaving the way it is expected to. To view the properties for an object or
control, right click at the control and select the properties. Access responds by
providing all the properties listed under category tabs. The property sheet title bar
includes names of objects contained in the Form. Once property sheet is opened
for one object, it is easy to call for the properties of other objects by selecting the
name of object from property sheet title bar. The values of such properties are
changed as desired. The Form‟s property sheet can be opened by double-click at
Form selector, which is located at the left most intersection of vertical and
horizontal rulers. The property setting on multiple controls can be changed at the
same time by selecting multiple objects, in which case only those properties
become available for editing which are common to the selected objects. The
multiple objects can be selected by keeping the Shift Key pressed, followed by
clicking at desired objects.
(vii) Moving and Resizing controls : In order to move a control, first select it by a click
action, then move the pointer to the edge of the selected control, ensuring that any
of the re-sizing handles appearing as bold dot is not pointed at directly. The pointer
turns its shape to a small hand. At this stage, hold mouse button pressed and drag
the control to its new location. Movement of control beyond the bottom or right
edge of the Form leads to increasing the Form area automatically. Access also
allows for combining of select and move step thereby making it easier and more
efficient to reposition the control. A control can be re-sized by dragging the
resizing handles at the corners and sides of the object. A change in the size of text
control, however, does not result in changing the size of its underlying field
because the size of the field is specified in table‟s design and can be changed only
by modifying the properties of the field in table design.
(viii) Aligning and Spacing Controls: Select two or more controls (click at control to
be selected by holding the Shift Key pressed) to be aligned and choose
Formatalign or right click and choose Align from the shortcut menu to open the
list of alignment options. Align-Left leads to aligning the left edges of all the
selected controls; Align-Right aligns the right edges of the control. To adjust
controls on the same horizontal line, Align-Top or Bottom options can be used.
Spacing of controls allows changing (increase or decrease) the relative position of
selected controls by one grid point horizontally or vertically. The spacing becomes
important when the controls are to be spread out or move closer together for a
neater visual layout. Spacing can also be used for ensuring that the controls are
evenly spaced.
(ix) Converting (or Morphing) Controls: Initially, when a Form is built, it is not always
possible to choose the best type of controls to display each field on the Form. One
might make a choice for the control only to find out later that it does not suit to
the requirements. This is particularly important when the initial design of a Form
is created using Form wizard. Access provides for conversion (or morphing) of
such control into the desired ones. One of the most common types of morphing is
from text to List box or combo box. This is achieved by right
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click on the text box, followed by choosing Change To and selecting the type of
control to into which text box is to be morphed. Every control cannot be morphed
into every other type of control. Text box, for instance, can be converted into a
label, list box or combo box. After morphing, a text box to list box, for instance,
it is important to modify the control properties such as row source, bound column,
column count and column width so that the changed control behaves in a desired
manner.
(x) Conditional formatting of text boxes: The conditional formatting is displayed in a
text control when the value of text control meets a specified criteria or a set of
specified criterion. For example, the colour of Amount entered should turn Red
when it exceeds a certain limit say Rs. 20,000. In order to create conditional
format, right click at text box to be conditionally formatted when in design mode,
followed by conditional formatting item of right click window. Access responds
by providing conditional formatting window which appears as follows:
Conditional formatting window, as shown above, is divided into two parts: the
default setting and condition-1. Since the formatting is to occur on the basis of a
field value, the criteria list control can be used to select greater than and Rs. 20,000
is entered in the right most box of condtion-1. There are five icons: bold, Italics,
underline, Back colour and Fore colour for formatting the data value. As and when
the condition is satisfied, the formatting based on the selected icons applies to the
data value. If there are multiple conditions for formatting, Add button can be
clicked to call for additional formatting conditions. At the most three conditions
can be set up for conditional formatting. Click OK to apply the conditions and
click Delete to remove the conditional format. (xi) Re-arranging the Tab Order:
The tab order of the Form (defined as a sequence of controls to move through
when pressing a tab) is assigned while creating a Form. The tab order goes out of
sequence when the controls in the Form are re-arranged. An inconsistent tab order
leads to an erroneous data entry. To change the tab order, choose View-Tab order
or right click and choose tab order to open

3.4

Information Using Queries

Accounting information that is presented in an accounting report is generated by
creating and executing various queries using DBMS. The basics of creating such
queries in MS Access have been described below along with their usage.
3.4.1 Basics of Creating Queries in Access
Recall that one of the great advantages of relational databases is that the fragmented
data is stored in different data tables so that there is no or minimum redundancy. But a
complete view of data stored across various tables is achieved only by executing
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queries based on SQL. A query is capable of displaying records containing fields from
across a number of data tables.
3.4.2 Types of Queries
There are several types of queries in Access that are used to generate information. Such
queries are called select queries because they are used to “select” records with a given
set of fields: actual and computed and also for a given criteria. There are three
important query types that are required for generating the accounting reports. These
queries have been discussed as below:
(a) Simple Query: A select query is a simple query if it does not involve use of any
query function to produce a summary of data. The criteria, if any, used in such
a query is based on some constant value or values, forming an integral part of
the query. For example, a query, to find date and amount of transactions records
in which an account, identified by code = ‟711001‟ is debited, is a simple query
and is executed, using database design by the following SQL statement :
SELECT v Date, Amount
FROM Vouchers
WHERE Debit = ‟711001‟
In the above SQL statement, the SELECT statement is meant to specify the
fields to be selected, FROM clause specifies the source of data and WHERE
clause filters the records matching the condition that Debit field has code =
‟711001‟
(b) Parameter Queries: A parameter query prompts the user to enter parameters,
or criteria through an input box, for selecting a set of records. A parameter
query is useful when there is a need to repeat the same query with different
criteria. The criteria, this means, is not constant as in the case of the simple
query. While extracting the transactions to prepare ledger accounts, the same
set of queries need be executed for different account codes. Consider the
following SQL statement :
PARAMETERS Account Name Text (255)
SELECT Name
FROM Accounts
WHERE Code = Account No
In the above query, the PARAMETERS clause is meant to declare the variable Account
No. This SQL statement, when executed, prompts the user to provide the value of
Account No.
(c) Summary Queries: A summary query, as opposed to a simple query, is used to
extract aggregate of data items for a group of records rather than a detailed set
of records. This query type is of particular importance in accounting because
the accounting reports are based on summarization of transaction data.
Consider the following SQL statement: SELECT
Code, Name, Sum (Amount)
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From Vouchers INNER JOIN Accounts
ON (Accounts.Code=Vouchers.Debit)
GROUP BY Code, Name
In the above query, the Vouchers table has been joined with Accounts table on the
basis of Codefield of Accounts and Debitfield of Vouchers. The resultant record
set has been grouped on the basis of Code and name of accounts. Accordingly, the
sum of amount for each group (or set of records) has been ascertained and
displayed. Finding the sum is the process of summarization.
3.4.3 Methods of Creating Query
There are three ways in which any of the above queries can be created in Access. These
methods are Wizard, Design and SQL View. A brief description of each is given below:
(a) Wizard Method: In order to create a query using Wizard, the following steps are
required:
(i)
Select Queries from Objects list given in LHS (Left Hand Side) of Database
window.
(ii)
Double click at Create Query by Using Wizard given on the RHS (Right Hand
Side). Immediately, there is a window titled „Simple Query Wizard‟ (Shown in figure:
14.6) that prompts the user to select a field from a table or an existing query that is to
be included in the query being created. Many such fields may be selected according to
the information requirement of the query. The tables (or queries) being chosen
represents the data source of the query being created. The fields being selected imply
the data items to be displayed by the query. Use arrow buttons or double click at the
list of fields on LHS of this window to select fields.
(iii) Click at Next after the desired fields have been selected. If the selected fields
include a number or currency field, the designer is prompted to choose an
option button to specify whether the query to be created is a summary or detail
query. • If detail option is chosen, the execution of query results in displaying
records from data source. • If summary option is selected, the user is prompted
to indicate the type of summarization required: Sum, Average, Minimum and
Maximum with respect to the field of summarization. Clicking at check boxes
against different types of summarizations specifies this. Click OK. (iv)Click at
Next and specify the name of the query being created % Finish to save and
execute the query. The results of the query are displayed in datasheet view.
(b) Design Method: In order to create a query by design method, the following steps
are required: (i) Select Queries from Objects list given in LHS of database window.
Double click at Create Query by Using Design View given on the RHS. (ii) Access
responds by displaying a Select Query and Show Tables Window. The Select query
window is vertically divided into two panes: upper pane and lower pane, as shown in
Figure: 15.7. The upper pane is meant to display data sources (Tables or Existing
Queries) and the lower pane, which also called Query By Example (QBE) grid, has one
column each for field to be included in query being created. The row of this grid shows
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field name, table (or query), sort order, whether the selected field is shown in the query
results or not and also the criteria that have been applied to the field or fields to restrict
the query results. The Show Table Window is meant to add tables, queries or both to
the upper pane of Select Query Window. If closed, the Show Table Window can be
recalled by a right click at upper pane % show table.

3.5 Generating Accounting Reports
An Accounting system without reporting capability is incomplete as reporting is one
of the main purposes for which an accounting system is designed and operated upon.
The output of accounting system takes the form of accounting reports. Access offers a
great flexibility in designing and generating customized reports.
3.5.1 Accounting Reports
Every report consists of „information‟, which is different from „data‟. Data processing
leads to data transformation and when this processing is in accordance with decision
usefulness, it is called information. Information generation is the process of compiling,
arranging, formatting and presenting information to the users. A report is prepared with
a definite objective. Every report is collection of related information for a particular
need and purpose and must meet the twin objectives of reporting: one to reduce the
level of uncertainty that is faced by a decision-maker; second to influence the
behaviour (or positive actions) of the decision-maker. Accordingly, accounting
information, generated by processing accounting data is gathered to generate an
accounting report. An accounting report, therefore, is the physical form of accounting
information. Useful accounting information, regardless of its physical form, must have
five characteristics: relevance, timeliness, accuracy, completeness and summarization.
An accounting report, in order to be useful, must display information content in such a
manner as to give confidence to the user, influence his behavior and prompt him to
take positive actions. Reports, which do not meet the above stated objectives, lack or
do not have sufficient information content, have no value. There are two broad classes
of accounting reports: Programmed and Casual (also called Adhoc or Pass through).
• Programmed Reports: These reports contain information useful for decision
making situations that the users have anticipated to occur. There are two types
of reports within this report type: Scheduled and on demand.
• Scheduled Reports: The reports, which are produced according to a given time
frame, are called scheduled reports. The time frame may be daily, weekly,
monthly, quarterly or yearly. Some examples of scheduled reports are: Trial
Balance, Ledger, Statement of Cash Transactions (Cash Book), Statement of
Ageing Accounts, Closing Stock Report, Profit and Loss Account and Balance
Sheet, etc.
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On Demand Reports: The reports, which are generated only on the triggering
of some event, are called On demand reports. Some examples of On demand
reports are a Customer‟s Statement of Account, Inventory Re-order Report,
Stock in hand Report for a Selected Group of items, etc.
Casual Reports: There are reports, the need for which is not anticipated, the
information content of which may be useful but casually required. These are
adhoc reports and are generated casually by executing some simple queries
without requiring much of professional assistance. As opposed to programmed
reports, casual reports are generated as and when required.

3.5.2 Process of Creating Reports
The process of generating accounting reports in Access involves three steps: designing
the report, identifying the accounting information queries, and finally creating an
accounting report by using such queries.
(i) Designing the Report: Every report is expected to meet certain objectives of
reporting for which it is designed and developed. It should not be too big so as
not to be read at all or too small so as to conceal certain vital information of
importance that is expected to facilitate decision-making. Objective-oriented
reporting means designing the report in such a manner as to meet the
preconceived objectives in view.
(ii) Identifying Accounting Information Queries: A number of SQL statements are
written in such a manner that each successive SQL relies on the results of the
preceding SQL statement and refines its results by using fresh data (or
information) from existing data tables (or queries).
(iii)Using the Record set of Final SQL: The record set of final SQL that relies
upon preceding SQL statement, is collection of report-oriented information.
This record set need be embedded in the report being produced.
3.5.3 Basics of Designing a Report in Access
A report, in Access, is a static presentation of stored or transformed data in an organized
manner. Access saves the design of the report, which consists of information structure
along with various controls to display information content and its record source. When
a saved report is opened, the information content is retrieved from the tables and
displayed according to the design. As a result, a saved report design, when opened,
displays the information content according to the current state of data. There are two
types of formats of presenting information through a report: Columnar and Tabular.
• Columnar Report Format: A columnar format displays the caption of each field
on a separate line in a single column down the page. The corresponding
information contents of the fields are shown in another column next to their
respective fields. If the caption property of a field is kept blank, the name of the
field is used as its caption. This implies that there are two columns in this
format: one for displaying the fields and another for showing the corresponding
information content. A record set that consists of nine fields, when presented
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in such a format, requires nine lines of report. In columnar format, the total
number of lines to be printed equals the number of fields multiplied by the
number of record sets to be displayed.
Tabular Report Format: A tabular format displays the caption of fields on the
same line so that their respective information contents appear in the next line.
The number of columns in tabular report is exactly equal to the number of fields
to be displayed. It implies that the above mentioned record set, when presented
in tabular format, requires one line for captions of fields and another line for
information content. In tabular format, the total number of lines to be printed
equals the number of record sets to be displayed plus one for captions of fields
to constitute column headings.

3.5.4 Structure of Report in Access
A report in Access is designed using seven sections which taken together constitutes
the structure of report design. It is not necessary that every report designed in Access
must have all the sections that have been described below:
• Report Header: Report header appears at the top of the report and may include
title and other relevant information pertaining to the report.
• Page Header: Page header appears at the top of every page of the report. It may
include a uniform title to indicate that the page belongs to a particular report.
• Group Header: The group header and footer are available in a report only if the
sort order and grouping levels are also defined on the basis of a field of data
source. This is because Group Header and Footers are properties of the field
that are used for defining the sort order. Depending on grouping level, the group
header appears at the top of each report group. A set of report pages constitutes
a report group. Each group level of report contains a separate group header.
• Details: The details section, which is also called the main body of a report,
contains data from tables or queries that provide the record source to a report.
This section is most important as it consists of the main information content of
a report.
• Group Footer: The group footer appears at the bottom of each grouping level
and may contain summaries or sub-totals for the grouped data. • Page Footer:
The page footer appears at the bottom of each page of the report and is meant
to include page numbers, date and time of report generation.
• Report Footer: The report footer appears once on the last page of the report to
include summaries or totals for all data of the report. It is not necessary to
incorporate each and every section or component of report structure. Those
report structure components, which are not required in a specific report being
designed, are suppressed. To achieve this suppression, open the View Menu to
hide or display the Report Header/Footer, Report Page Header/Footer. The size
of every section or report structure component is increased or decreased by
dragging section bars up or down using a mouse.
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3.5.5 Methods of Creating a Report
There are three ways in which a report can be created in Access. A brief description of
each method is given below:
(a) Auto Report: This is the easiest method of creating a report both with columnar
and tabular formats. To begin with formulate, create and save a query, which is capable
of providing a record set as the information source of report. Alternatively, the
information content must be available in a single table of the database. If the
information is generated by relying upon more than one table, query is the option to be
exercise. After the information source becomes available in the database, the following
procedure is adopted to create Auto Reports.
(i) Select Reports from objects list given in LHS of Database window and click at
new object button of tool bar. Access responds by displaying the following New
Report Window.
(ii) Choose Auto Report: Columnar or Auto Report: Tabular, followed by selecting
the information source query or table.
(iii) Click OK to generate the report. Access responds by creating and displaying the
report in print preview mode.
(iv) To print the report, click at the print icon on tool bar.
(v) To save the report design as object, close the print preview window, and provide
a suitable name. Auto Reports are easy and fast to create. But these reports are
less attractive. To prepare more professional report, report wizard is used.
(b) Wizard: The Report wizard allows a designer to choose the fields from multiple
tables along with specification for grouping, sorting and formatting of information
content in report. This obviates the limitation of Auto Reports. In order to create reports
by wizard, following steps are required.
(i)
After selecting Reports object, double click at Create Report by Using Wizard.
Access responds by displaying Report Wizard window similar to the one displayed for
query wizard (See Fig 14.10).
(ii)
Choose the table or query that includes information content of report, from
Tables/Queries drop-down list on LHS.
(iii) Use arrow buttons to select fields to provide the information source to report.
Single right arrow button is used to select one field and double arrow button to select
all fields. Alternatively, double click at the fields to be selected in the same order in
which they are required to be displayed in the report.
(iv) Another table or query can be chosen to select more fields for a report to provide
a definite relationship between the tables is defined. Click next when selection process
of data source is complete.
Access responds by prompting the designer to add any grouping level(s) for displaying
the information content of the report. The report is prepared by choosing any repeated
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data item to constitute a group. Click next when the grouping level is added and
defined.
(vi) Access responds by requiring the designer to specify the sort order based on
any of the fields contained in the report. The records may be sorted up to four fields by
specifying either ascending or descending order for each field. After specifying the sort
order, click Next or specify the summary values to calculate. The summary values are
sum, average, minimum and maximum. Once summary values are specified, click OK,
followed by click Next.
(vii) Report wizard responds by requiring the designer to choose the report layout
(stepped, block, outline and align left) and its orientation (portrait and landscape).
Click next after specifying the layout and orientation.
(viii) Report wizard prompts the designer to choose a particular style of report from
among six styles: bold, casual, compact, corporate, formal and soft-gray. After
choosing a suitable style for report, click next.
(ix) Report wizard prompts the designer to specify the title of report being designed.
Further, the designer is provided with two options: preview the report or modify its
design. After exercising the option, click Finish.
(x)
Access presents the report in preview mode or design mode depending on
which option is chosen in (i) above.
(c) Design View: The design view method offers greatest flexibility to the designer in
designing a report. In this method, the report is designed by assembling and embedding
various components from report tool box. In order to design a report by using design
view, following steps are required:
(i)
after selecting Reports object, double click Create report in Design view.
Access responds by providing a blank report object with three sections: Report/Page
header, Detail and Report/Page footer as shown in Figure: 15.9.
(ii)
Right click the mouse at the black spot appearing at the left of horizontal ruler
of above report. Report object responds by displaying a drop down window. (iii) Click
Properties and select Record Source from Data tab. The record source turns into a
combo control giving a list of various tables and queries. Choose the appropriate source
of information to be presented.
3.6 Model Questions
1. Identify and explain the different resources of MS Access as a DBMS.
2. Explain the basics of MS Access to create the different forms in MS Access.
3. Discuss the different steps of MS Access to create tables and relationships among
the database.
4. What is a report? Why is it essential? Write the steps to create the report using MS
Access.
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